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Given two baseband signals f(t) and g(t), suitably restricted in amplitude

and bandlimited to [X, n] and [-/*, —X], < X < n < oo, it is shown how
to generate a carrier signal, s(t) = A{t) cos\ct + <f>{t)\, bandlimited to [c - /?,

c + 0] and [-(c + (J), -(c - 0)], where need be only sightly larger than n,

and such that f(t) and g(t) may be recovered by bandlimiting log A(t) and
(f>(t), respectively. The restriction X > 0, i.e., that the baseband signals be

bandpass, is not essential but it is a practical constraint in approximating the

required operations. Also a modification is given for conserving bandwidth in

case the signals f(t) and g(t) are of disparate bandwidths.

I. INTRODUCTION

Double-sideband amplitude modulation is wasteful of bandwidth,

but it offers the advantage of envelope detection (with full carrier). A
simple way to utilize the same bandwidth in transmitting two inde-

pendent signals, f(t) and g{t), is the so-called in-phase and quadrature

modulation

S\{t) = f(t)cos ct — g(t)s'm ct,

where synchronous demodulation is required to recover / and g. A
modification that allows / to be recovered (approximately) by envelope

detection is

S2 (t) = |1 + f(t)\cos ct - g(t)sin ct.
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The envelope of S2 {t) is

A 2 (t) = V{1 + fit)? + ?5).

Then if g is made small (compared to minjl + f(t)}), we have

A2(t) si +/(*).

The phase of S2 (i.e., the part due to signals) is

02(t) = tan TTW)
=
TTWY

So making g small allows envelope and phase detection to be used so

as to approximately recover / and g (multiplying the phase output by

the envelope output).

A still further modification is

S3(t)
= {1 + *i(£)}cos ct - [I + x2(t)}sin ct,

where xi and x2 are both small. The envelope of S3 is

Aa(t)
= V(l + xx )

2 + (1 + x2f = V2 + 2Xl + 2x2 + x\ + x\

= V2 |1 +(i + a±a)

The phase of S3 is

So if

i.e.,

JCl + X2 , Xi — x2—-— = / and —-— = g,

xr = f + g

x2 = f ~ g,

then envelope and phase detection of S3 will give (approx.) the desired

independent signals / and g.

An exact result of this type may be obtained using log of the

envelope, rather than the envelope, and then bandlimiting the phase

and log of the envelope to obtain the desired independent signals /

and g. A slight increase in bandwidth is required to allow a guard band

in the filtering operations. Also \f\ and |g| cannot be too large if the

increase in bandwidth is to be small. The basic theory is that of
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Exponential Single-Sideband Modulation (ESSB) developed in Ref.

1.

II. THE EXACT METHOD

We assume that the desired signals, / and g, are bounded band-pass

signals whose Fourier transforms vanish (in the sense detailed in Ref.

1) outside [X, n] and [—n, -A], < X < n < oo, which then (automati-

cally) have bounded Hilbert transforms, / and g. The band-pass

assumption is not essential to the theory, but affords important

practical simplifications in approximating the Hilbert transform op-

erations as well as in effecting the subsequent analytic exponential

modulation.

Now suppose zx (t) and z2 {t) are bandlimited "analytic signals" whose
Fourier transforms vanish outside [0, /3] and which signals are zero-

free in the upper half-plane with

|«u(* + «*)l > f for u * °» -oo < t < oo. (1)

Then log Z\ and log z2 are analytic and bounded in the upper half-

plane, and hence their Fourier transforms vanish over (—oo, 0).

Writing

we have

Under further assumptions on z, e.g.,

zlt2(t + iu) = 1 + 0(e
_Xu

), u ^ oo, (6)

log A and <\> will be Hilbert transform pairs:

4n(t) = log* Ai(t), log Ai(t) = -$x(t) (7)

2(O = log" A 2 (t) log A 2(t) = -$2 (t). (8)

Now we consider the product

Zl (t) = A 1 (t)e
i^ t

\ A x = \zx \
(2)

z2(t) = A2(t)e^
lt
\ A2 = \z2 \, (3)

log Zxit) = log Adt) + i<t>i(t) (4)

log z2 (t) = log A2(t) + i<t>2{t). (5)

Zl (t)z2 (t) = AxWAMeWWn,
where the bar denotes the complex conjugate. The F.T. (Fourier

transform) of zAt) vanishes outside [0, p] and the F.T. of z2 (t) vanishes

outside [-/3, 0]. Therefore, the F.T. of z^z^t) vanishes outside

[—/3, ft]. Then we form the signal
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s(t) = Re e**2i(t)z2(*)

= A(t)cos\ct + 4>(t)\, (9)

where c> (3,

A(t) = A l (t)A 2(t) (9a)

<f>(t) = fa{t) - Ht), (9b)

and the spectrum of s(t) is confined to [c - ft c + 0] and [-c - P,

-c + ffl.

We require

epilog A(t)\=f(t) (io)

BM.a{0(t)} = *(t), (ID

where n < a < 0, and, in general, Bp ,q is any bandlimiting operator

[with passband (-p, p) and cut-off frequency ± q] defined by

Bp ,q \x(t)\= I
x(«)l^,(t-*)* (12)

%J— 00

and

Kp» = I Kp,q(t)e-^dt =1, -p < a; < p
•/— 00

= 0, |o>|><7. (12a)

< p < 9 < oo. (12b)

The definition of Kp
i(7
(a>) in the cut-off region (p, g) and (-q, -p) is

not important, but Kp ,q(u) must be sufficiently smooth to give

I \KPiQ(t)\dt < oo (12c)
•/—00

so that Bp ,q\x(t)\ is defined for any bounded x(t).

Writing (10) as

B^flog A1 (t) + log A2(t)\=f(t)

and taking Hilbert transforms of both sides of (10) and (11), using (7)

and (8), we have

B„.a{0i(t) + 2(t)} = fit) (13)

B„\4*(t) - <h(t)\ = g(t) (14)

or
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B^JMt)] = V2\f(t) + g(t)\ (15)

BjMtn = %[/(«)- g(m as)

which according to (7) and (8) is equivalent to

B^Jlog Mt)\ = V2\f(t)-g(t)\ (17)

BM ,a{log A2 (t)\ = V2{f(t)+g(t)l (18)

Setting

Ut) = W(t) - g(t)\; kit) = V2 \f(t) + g(t)\, (19)

Hx (t) = hi(t) + ihi(t), (19a)

h&) = %{/(*) + g(t)}; Ut) = V2{f(t) - g(t)\, (20)

#2(0 = hzit) + ih2(t), (20a)

the four equations (15), (16), (17), and (18) are equivalent to the two

equations, implying (6),

BM ,
a{log Zl(t)\ = Hx(t) (21)

BM.a{log z2(t)} = H2(t), (22)

where Hi and H2 are given "analytic" band-pass signals whose Fourier

transforms vanish outside the single interval [X, fi] and zx and z2 are

bandlimited "analytic" signals whose Fourier transforms vanish out-

side the single interval [0, /?]. The problem of finding Z\ and z2 has

been solved (see Ref. 1):

zi(t) = B^jexp Hx {t)) (23)

z2 (t) = BaAexp H2 (t)\, (24)

where BQ,^ is any bandlimiting operator with passband (—a, a) and
cut-off frequency ±p\

Now zx and z2 given by (23) and (24) satisfy (21) and (22), provided

Zi(t) and z2 (t), t = t + iu.are zero free in the upper half-plane u > 0.

The filter characteristic Ka^(o^) in the cut-off region (a, p") becomes
important, but not critical, in this respect. From theoretical consid-

erations the linear cut-off characteristic is desirable (see Ref. 1):

Ka,M = f^ f a < a < 0. (25)
p — a

For a given a and p\ and a smooth cut-off characteristic, Z\ and z2 will

be zero free in the upper half-plane provided \H\\ and \H2 \ are not

too large. In practice this means that the levels of / and g must not be
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too large if a and are not much larger than n, the top signal frequency,

i.e., in the bandwidth conserving case. The results in Ref. 1 may be

used as a rough guide. For example, if a is only slightly larger than n

and 0/a = 1.1 (relatively sharp cut-off), then zx and z2 will be zero free

in the upper half-plane if \Hi\ and \H2 \
are less than 0.6. (See the

appendix for a modification of signals /and g of disparate bandwidths.)

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The block diagram of an implementation is shown in Fig. 1. The

transmitter is shown in Fig. la. The inputs are labeled f(t + T) and

g(t + T) to account for a delay T incurred in the Hilbert transform

filters. The delay T need not be more than one or two periods of the

lower signal frequency X to obtain a good approximation to the Hilbert

transforms, /(t) and g(t). (The inputs f(t + T) and g(t + T) must be

delayed accordingly to obtain f{t) and g(t).) The signals f{t), f(t), g(t),

and g(t) are summed to obtain

ki =W - g)

k = 'Mf + g)

fh = ¥t(f + g)

h2 = V2(f-g)

in accord with (19) and (20). (The gain factor of the summing net-

works, shown as 1/2, may be any constant, which may be simply

reflected as a gain factor on the inputs.) Then these outputs are fed

to two analytic exponential modulators that furnish outputs

Xi = e^'cos hi = Re{exp Hx ]

Yi = «hlsin hi = Im{exp ifij

X2 = e^os fe = Re{exp H2 \

Y2 = e^sin fh = Im{exp H2 \.

A feedback circuit for accomplishing the analytic exponential mod-

ulation is described in Ref. 2. The outputs of the modulators are then

bandlimited with identical low-pass filters LPFi having the character-

istic shown in Fig. 2a to obtain

xi = Re\zi\, yx = Im\zi]

x2 = Re{z2}, y% = Im{z2}.

These outputs are then combined to form
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Fig. la—Transmitter.

Fig. lb— Receiver.
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Fig. 2a—Characteristic of LPF,.

Fig. 2b—Characteristic of LPF2 .

s(t) = Re{[xi(t) + iyM][x2(t) - iy2(t)]e
kt

\

= Re{[xix2 + y&i + i(yix2 - ya*i)]e**}

= (xix2 + yiy2)cos ct - (yxx2 - y2^i)sin ct

= A{t)cos\ct + <f>(t)\.

The signal s(t) is then transmitted to the receiver, Fig. lb, where an

envelope detector is used to obtain the envelope A(t), which is then

fed to a device having a logarithmic characteristic to furnish the

output log A(t). This output is then filtered with LPF2 to obtain f(t).

A phase detector, e.g., a phase-locked loop, is used to detect the phase

4>{t), which is subsequently filtered with another LPF2 to obtain g(t).

The characteristic of the filters LPF2 is shown in Fig. 2b.

Note that <p(t) is high pass with lower frequency X; so 4>{t) may be

recovered from W{t) + c\, if desired.
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APPENDIX

Modification for Signals of Disparate Bandwidths

Note that the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is the sum (or

twice the sum, counting positive and negative frequencies) of the

bandwidths of the analytic signals z^t) and z2 (t), which need be only

slightly larger than the sum of the bandwidths of the analytic signals

HAt) and H2 (t). Owing to the linear combinations in (19) and (20),

the bandwidths of HAt) and H2 (t) will be the same, equal to the larger

of the bandwidths of f(t) and g(t). In case the bandwidth of, say, g(t)

is (considerably) larger than that of f(t), the bandwidth of the trans-

mitted signal may be reduced by setting
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Hi(t) = fit) + if(t) (26)

H2 (t) = g(t) + ii(t). (27)

Here we assume that the Fourier transforms of Hi(t) and H2 (t)

vanish outside the intervals [X, ^i] and [X2 , n2], respectively. Now we
set

*i(0 = B^Jexp Hdt)l fii<a 1 < ft (28)

z2 (t) = B„
2.„2

{exp H2 (t)\, fi2 <a2 < ft, (29)

where ft and ft need be only slightly larger than ^ and n2 (respec-

tively), the top frequencies of f{t) andg(0 (respectively). The Fourier

transform of Zi(t)z2(t) now vanishes outside the interval [-ft, ft],

which is smaller than would obtain in the previous scheme. Thus the

Fourier transform of the transmitted signal,

s(t) = Re e*zi(t)zAt), c > ft (30)

vanishes outside the interval [c — ft, c + ft] (and its reflection about
the origin). The price paid for the saving in bandwidth is another

Hilbert transform operation required in separating the signals at the

receiver.

We have

s{t) = A(t)cos[ct + <f>(t)], (31)

where

A(t) =
\
Zl {t)z2 (t)\

0(0 = 4>i(t) - Mt).

Then, assuming as before that Z\ and z2 are zero free in the upper half-

plane, we have

L(t) = log A(t) = U{t) + L2 (t), (32)

where Li(t) = log \zi(t)\, L2(t) = log \z2 (t)\ and L(t) is related to <j>(t)

by

<t>(t) = 0iU) - 2(O = L*(t) - 4(0 (33)

0*(O = 0i(O - 2(O = -MO + L2 (t). (34)

In accord with (28) and (29) and the zero-free hypothesis, we have

(as shown in Ref. 1)

BMl ,ai{Li(0J =/(0 (35)

BM(£a(t)) =g(t) (36)
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To obtain Li(t) and !*(*) from log A(t) and <t>{t), we need the Hilbert

transform ${t), where according to (32) and (34),

L&) = V2 log A(t) - V2i(t) (37)

L2(t) = V2 log A(f) + V20U). (38)

However, to recover f(t) and g(£), we may use a modified version of

fyt). We define

X .M(C) = HKMt)l (39)

where Hx>/1 is a modified (e.g., band-pass) Hilbert transform operator

defined by

Hx.M {</>(t)} = J_ h*Jt - x)<t>{x)dx (40a)

KM= I hjfie^dt = -i sgn w,
%/—oe

(40b)

for 0< X < |w| ^ m-

Now <M*) and </>2 (t) are high-pass functions with lower frequencies

\i and X2 (respectively). Thus, if we require

< X ^ min(Xi, X2), n ^ max(jii, &), (41)

then we have

f(t) = ttB^Jlog A(t) -
XlM(t)} (42)

g(t) = VfcB^llog A(t) + $Ut)l (43)
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